The Business
Systemization
Kit

We get results or we don’t get paid
ww w. sodinc.net

Our Business Systemization Kit is a combination informative white paper on
business systemization, focusing on landscape businesses in general and a
portal to an interactive e-Learning website with worksheets that will aid you in
the creation of systems for your own landscape business. If at any time you have
questions regarding systemization or procedures for your business, how to use
the eLearning website or suggestions on how I can make your experience using
the eLearning portal more productive, please contact me at danp@sodinc.net.
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Systemization Series:

1

HOW TO SYSTEMIZE
YOUR BUSINESS
The accompanying chart, taken from the U.S. Small Business Administration’s March
2014 Frequently Asked Questions report, tells a tale of heartache and concern.
The data include entrepreneurs and existing, large firms. But mixing large and small
companies together skews the numbers so it doesn’t look as risky as it really is for
small landscape companies. This is especially troubling when it’s brought to point that
70 percent of all startups are out of business in less than 15 years. Most of these failed
businesses will have owners that lose their homes and life savings in the process.

I’d also bet that the 0.09 percent
of business owners who have a
business systemization plan in effect
are in the top one tenth of the 30
percent of businesses that survive—
furthermore, they are not just
surviving but thriving. With all that
is at stake, it’s hard to imagine why
more people don’t make a business
systemization plan. It’s awfully hard
to get somewhere if you don’t really
know where you’re going or how
you’re going to get there. It’s just
common sense but, as business
owners, we know how uncommon
common sense is.
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I’d be willing to wager that 99.9
percent of the 70 percent that go out
of business never devised a business
systemization plan.

2

Five steps to building a systemization plan

STEP

1

Identify all the tasks of your business.
At this point, don’t worry about documenting all of these processes. Simply understand
the scope of the project ahead of you. What are all of the systems that need built? Think of
sales processes, production processes, financial and administrative systems and leadership
and management procedures. This is the foundation of your plan, so be thorough. You’re
creating a picture of your business in terms of its systems.

STEP

2

Prioritize your systems list.
Which procedures are the most important ones to be implemented? Which systems, if
documented and implemented, will have the most impact on the business? Which ones can
wait for later? There are many ways of thinking about this prioritization process. If you’re
thinking of hiring a salesperson, for example, make the hiring process and the sales systems
a high priority. This will make recruiting, hiring and training of new employee more efficient.
Plus, you will get a faster return on your investment in the hiring of that new employee. Keep
in mind this scenario is just an example. There are lot of factors that will help you determine
your priorities. The beauty of it is you individualize it for your business, yourself.

STEP

3

Document your systems according to your prioritized list, and manage the writing process.
Wherever possible, you want to enroll others in the company, meaning your team, to help
with writing procedures. They’ll be more invested in your systems’ success, and it won’t
feel like a top-down exercise. Together, everyone will help to take the first steps toward
greatness. Put your people in a position to take the credit.

STEP

4

Implement your systems.
Another word for “implementation” is training. Go through the systems documents step by
step with your employees so there is clear understanding of what needs to be done, how
it needs to be done and what results are expected. While implementing systems in your
business is a long-term project, all you need is to get a few employees trained to fan the fire
of the systems development process. As humans, we’re “wired” to follow processes. Think
of how you get up in the morning, drive to work, shovel a driveway or mow a lawn. All are
routine tasks almost always done systematically, and it’s more satisfying that way. Give
employees systems, and they will be more efficient and satisfied. They also will be more in
tune to the systems development process.

STEP

Monitor your results until you get what you expected.

5

Many managers and business owners forget this process. They get motivated to
systematize and do put a system in place, but forget to follow it up. This is why there should
be systems in place for management to monitor the systems. This is in line with the notion
that people respect what is inspected. If you ask someone to do something and never
follow up to see if they did it, what are you teaching them? You’re teaching them you don’t
care or you’re too busy to check back with them. This only relays the message that they
probably don’t need to do what you’re asking them to do.
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It goes like this.

3

CORE FUNCTIONS OF BUSINESS
SALES
There are four things every business on the planet has in common. These
four things exist in every type of industry—legal or illegal, large or small,
service businesses or manufacturing.Every business, indeed.
They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sales: Getting the work
Operations: Doing the work
Administration: Running the business
Management: Guiding the business.

Sales - all of your sales and marketing systems.
Operations - all of the systems for delivering on the promise made during
the sales process, meaning all of the systems that directly relate to what
you do for your customers in terms of production and their satisfaction.
Administration - comprises the systems that go on behind the scenes,
basically all of the financial administration, human resources and IT systems.
Management - the systems for leading the business from where you are
today to where you want to go.
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FOUR CORE BUSINESS FUNCTIONS

4
Organizing your processes around the four core functions helps make thinking about
systemization extremely clear. But it all begins with the sale.

“Looking at your business systematically
shows the sale actually is the
culmination of a lot of processes that
went on before it.”
Question 1: What happens in your business to indicate a prospect
has become a customer?
How do you know when you have converted a lead into a sale? Maybe it is a signed contract,
a deposit or simply a verbal agreement. All of the activities that happen in your business up
to this step will be systems or steps of systems in the key function called sales.

There are two types of processes
within the sales function.
First, you need to attract people interested in your product or
service, and getting your message out is the marketing part of it.

Marketing processes message your brand. Essentially, brand is why you do what you
do. Finding your brand’s niche in the marketplace and informing people of your brand is
the function of marketing. Attracting people who resonate with your brand and getting
them to contact your firm is the goal of marketing.
Certainly your business uses marketing processes and methods to target your ideal
customer. These processes are designed to find whom your best customers are, how
they think and behave, where they live and more. The information you gather helps you
target your niche.
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Second, you need to convert the interested parties to customers
—that is the sales part.

5
Up-selling existing customers is far less expensive and easier than finding and bringing
in new ones. Processes that analyze your invoices, your client’s habits and spending
patterns help marketing to target your current customers for deeper vertical integration
into your company’s services.
Market analysis also is part of marketing, meaning analyzing your competition. What
are they doing well? What is it they’re not doing well? How does their pricing strategy
compare to yours? Market analysis and the processes involved influence the success of
your marketing campaigns.

Now, marketing can be divided into two
types: inbound and outbound.
Inbound marketing centers on content delivery designed to position your firm as the
“go-to” thought leader in your niche, trade and region. Inbound marketing is getting
leads to come to you. You do that through creating content for those leads, which
generally is delivered through blogs, social media, white papers, eBooks, etc.
Outbound marketing, on the other hand, is in the form of your logo, signs on your
trucks, advertising, cold calling, etc. (As a side note, don’t write off cold calling. It’s old
fashioned, but it still works.)
There are process, protocols and procedures for both kinds of marketing and identifying
them is part of the first step in your business systemization plan.

What are all of the methods your salespeople use to “close” or “convert” leads into
new clients? How do you qualify leads? How do you schedule appointments? Do you
have a needs analysis process? How do you calculate pricing? What is the process for
developing specifications if the prospect hasn’t any? Do you prepare estimates? How do
you prepare and negotiate contracts? These are some of the questions that will help you
understand the conversion processes that take a lead from a prospect to a customer.

Remember, the first step is identifying
and naming processes.
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Once you have the lead via either forms of marketing, a whole different set of processes
begins. When a prospect is in contact with you, what are all the steps you take to get
them to the place you identified in your answer to our starting question?

6
Our systemization worksheets are online. Click this button to be brought directly to the
systemization development portal. There you will be asked to enter your business email address,
a password and your name. After that you can use our worksheets to work on your systems
development. We’ll save your work and you can access the worksheets anytime you’d like with
your email address and password. We’ll also periodically send you information we think you’ll find
helpful regarding business systemization and business management.
Once you have passed through the portal to the systems development worksheets you’ll also
have access to over 160 named systems that you can tailor to your company’s specific situation.
And if you ever have any questions about developing your company’s systems you can email
us at info@sodinc.net and a Systems Developer will do their best to provide you with the
information you need.
Use the space below within the orange rectangles for your answers to our questions. We’ll save
them for you online so you can come back to your work anytime.

Click to Access
Systemization Development Portal
What is it that happens in your business to indicate that a prospect has become a
customer? Maybe it is a signed contract, or a deposit, or simply a verbal agreement.
Write down the name of this process. All of the activities that happen in your business
up to the step identified above will be systems or steps of systems in the key function
called Getting the Business or SALES.

1

Target Market Development What are all of the methods that your business
uses to understand your ideal customer? Who are they? How do they think?
How do they behave? Where do they live? Do you analyze your invoices, your client’s
habits or spending patterns? Do you analyze your competition; what is it that they’re
doing well, what is it that they’re not doing well, how does their pricing strategy
compare to yours, how do their sales processes compare to yours? List everything
you can think of. If you find yourself describing ‘how’ you do something, you may be
providing too much detail at this point. Remember, we are only naming the systems
in this stage – ‘WHAT’ it is you do and not ‘HOW’ you do it.
...
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All of the activities that happen in your business after the step identified above will be
systems or steps of systems in the key function called Operations (Doing the Business)
and we will get to that part of your business in a moment.

7
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2

What are all of the methods that your business uses to generate leads? Think
of things such as word-of-mouth, referrals, telemarketing, direct mail, any types
of advertising, radio, newspaper and signage for example. List everything you can
think of. Again, if you find yourself describing ‘how’ you do something, you may
be providing too much detail at this point. Remember, we are only naming the
systems in this stage – ‘WHAT’ it is you do and not ‘HOW’ you do it.

8
All of the activities you’ve listed, are steps to generate interest in your business’ products
or services giving your qualified prospects the reason or motivation to contact you to
find out more about what it is that your business can do for them. Remember, these are
lead generation processes - the steps taken to get qualified prospects to contact your
business. If you’re finding that you have identified actions taken directly with qualified
prospects, list them next.
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3

Once a prospect is in contact with you, what are all the steps you take to get
them to the place that you identified in your answer to question #1? What are
all of the methods that your salespeople use to “close” or “convert” leads into new
clients? Do you schedule appointments? Do you have a needs analysis process? Do
you prepare estimates? Do you negotiate contracts? List everything you can think
of. Use a separate line for each method. If you find yourself describing ‘how’ you do
something, you may be providing too much detail at this point. Remember, we are
only naming the systems in this stage – ‘WHAT’ it is you do and not ‘HOW’ you do it:

9

CORE FUNCTIONS OF BUSINESS
OPERATIONS
Operations is where the rubber meets the road. It’s client fulfillment—where your
company’s brand promise rings true or falls flat, manifesting its true value to your
community, employees and customers.
Essentially, operations is what makes your company stand out from
the competition, which translates to your unique selling point (USP),
as sales gurus call it. It’s all about the ways in which your branding,
marketing and sales promises permeate through the execution of
your operation processes.
These are the processes you and your employees do every day to serve your
customers—the processes that directly relate to customers, not prospects.

Such processes, or client fulfillment
systems, typically fall into four categories.

Simply put, design processes are used to specify a product to a customer’s desires.
These processes, influenced by a company’s brand, encompass scope, functionality,
aesthetics and message. Design must inform and project the personal desires, taste
and aspirations of your customers. Their outdoor spaces should make statements
about who they are, what they have achieved and what they value. Your design
processes must be executed in a way that exemplifies your brand promise yet
personalizes your customer’s individual or corporate identity.
Service processes are the systems that ensure quality and adherence to the
specifications for all services set in contract agreements. These systems begin
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1

Product or services
There are three areas that fall under this first category, including design, services
and products. Design processes can be used to differentiate your offerings, attract
prospects to your brand, remove competitors from consideration during the sales
process and as an effective way to convert a prospect to a customer.

10
during the sales process for customized services. They also can be part of strategic
management systems when deciding your service offerings.
For products, consider this: You make a promise to a prospect. They buy
your product on that promise, yet if your product doesn’t match up to their
expectations or your specifications, your customer is disappointed, and,
ultimately, your business will never succeed.
Operation processes determine the quality of your products and the recognition
of their value by your customers. You need systems that confirm specifications to
customer expectations.

2
3

Production
The production category is all of the processes or systems for developing,
producing and innovating your products or services. Essentially, it’s all the
processes necessary to get your product ready for consumption—from securing
plant or hardscape materials to drawing up a landscape design.
Product delivery
This category is all of the systems for getting the product or service to the
customer, things like logistics, scheduling of people, equipment and materials. It’s
your systems for communicating all the information to everyone concerned with a
particular job.

4

Customer satisfaction
Customer satisfaction encompasses all the processes that ensure customers
receive the highest quality and the most consistent experience time after time,
meaning the products and services you deliver to your client go above and beyond
what is expected.

Now, let’s look at system creation for your operations processes in a logical way.
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These systems show the stress of growth first and need to be monitored
constantly for effectiveness as you grow your company.

11

Exercise: Process identification

1

Product or Service Design
Think of everything you do directly for your new customers or what came to mind
in No. 1, product or services. How do you make sure your product or service does what
you intended it to do, what you promised your customers you would do? How do you
know whether or not your company is performing to your customers’ expectations?

It’s important to remember the first step in process creation is just to name processes, not
describe how you do it. If you find yourself describing “how” when you are making your list, you
may be providing too much detail at this point. Only name the systems, not how you do them.

What are all of the methods your business uses to produce your product or
develop your service? How do you innovating your products and services? Use a
separate row for each method. Add more rows if you need them.

If you find yourself describing ‘how’ you do something, you may be providing too much
detail at this point. Remember, we are only naming the systems in this stage – ‘WHAT’ it is
you do and not ‘HOW’ you do it.
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2

Producing your Product or Service “Production”

3

12

Product Delivery
Identify the methods you use to get your product or service to your customers.
Do you meet with customers before product delivery? How do you prepare for those
meetings? What is the agenda? What other methods are used for delivery? Are there
follow-up processes to make sure the customer received what was expected?

If you find yourself describing ‘how’ you do something, you may be providing too much
detail at this point. Remember, we are only naming the systems in this stage – ‘WHAT’ it is
you do and not ‘HOW’ you do it.

Consider how you know whether or not your customers are getting what they
expected? What are the methods used to make sure the customer receives an
experience that surpasses the expectations you agreed to? What are the methods
for handling customer complaints and quality assurance?

Again, if you find yourself describing “how” you do something, you may be providing too
much detail at this point.
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4

Customer Satisfaction

13

CORE FUNCTIONS OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
While operations is where your branding can have a big impact on
differentiating your business from your competition, administration
processes are more similar from company to company.
These processes can be more easily outsourced, and they frequently
are in smaller companies. However, even if you outsource some or all
of the processes in this core function, there are systems that need to
take place within your organization for proper management.
This seems like a good place to talk about dealing with independent and subcontracted
workers, meaning all of the different arrangements your company can have with
workers that the federal government classifies as “independent contractors.” When
dealing with outsourced entities, your company will need to execute processes to ensure
timely and accurate information is delivered to your independent contractors. These
systems set clear expectations and aid your independent contractors in performing
tasks that meet and hopefully exceed your brand promise to your customers, your
employees and the community.

1

Administrative processes: This is processes in your business such as answering
the phone, office organization, filing, greeting customers, vendors, everyone who
comes to your place of business.
List every administrative process you can think of. Remember if you find yourself
describing “how” you do something, you may be providing too much detail at this
point. Only name the systems in this stage, meaning “what” it is you do and not
“how” you do it.

...
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Administration processes are the back-office procedures and operations. They are the
support systems for your business, or all of the processes that are not directly related to
delivering on your promise to your customers. Systems in this function typically fall into
four different categories, listed as follows.

14

It’s important to remember the first step in process creation is just to name processes, not
describe how you do it. If you find yourself describing “how” when you are making your list, you
may be providing too much detail at this point. Only name the systems, not how you do them.

3

List every financial process you can think of. If you have an independent
contractor working in your bookkeeping position, there are still plenty of
necessary procedures for your company to execute for the bookkeeper to have
timely and accurate information. These steps or processes may not all be classified
under administration. Often, when you’re thinking about what’s needed in
financial processes, the information is frequently collected during operations.

Again, if you find yourself describing “how” you do something, you may be providing too
much detail at this point.

HR processes: This includes recruiting, hiring, employee termination,
performance evaluation and employee assessments.
List every human resources (HR) process you can think of. In this part of the
administration quadrant, it’s important to remember the difference between a
policy and a process. Policies are the high-level rules and guidelines that show
how tasks should be completed. Together, processes and policies give employees
guidance in the execution of systems.
...
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2

Financial processes: This comprises payroll, budgeting, purchase ordering,
collections, accounts receivable and accounts payable.

15

Computer-related processes: There are many computer-related things your
company needs to do that do not take an IT expert to perform—think of processes
that ensure everyone has updated software and applications and simple
troubleshooting processes that happen before calling for professional support.
For this, consider how much computers are like a mower. When troubleshooting
mowers, check the gas and spark first. With computers, it’s the power cord, battery
and then doing some rebooting. These things need to be done before taking next
steps. Other computer-related processes include backing up data, data entry and
calling the correct people for support, based on your troubleshooting processes.

Remember if you find yourself describing “how” you do something, you may be providing
too much detail at this point. Only name the systems in this stage, meaning “what” it is you
do and not “how” you do it.
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4

Remember if you find yourself describing “how” you do something, you may be providing
too much detail at this point. Only name the systems in this stage, meaning “what” it is you
do and not “how” you do it.

16

CORE FUNCTIONS OF BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT

Creating the business
you want requires a welldefined description of that
future business.
You must be able to clearly see your future business in your mind’s eye. In this
way, you can guide the business from where you are today to your vision of your
business’s future. The leadership, or management, core function comprises the
systems to do just that—to guide and manage the business.

Processes in the management quadrant revolve around
strategy and collaboration between the owner(s), managers
and key employees.
They tend to fall into two or three categories.

1

Strategy processes
These are used to guide the business forward toward its goal. They are
designed to facilitate communication regarding the present and formulate
goals for your future, also know as your “strategic target.”
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Still, in my work with both big and small businesses this area often is the
most deficient. Frequently, little if any thought is put into a clear and distinct
understanding of the size and shape of the future business because few managers
use any real systems to manage employees or business processes. Most of the effort
and focus we see in business is in the other three key functions— sales, operations
and administrative.
To that end, management is not the sexy side of any business, but guiding and
managing systems creates the real difference in what businesses achieve.

17

Now, to create these processes think: What are all of the methods you, your
managers and your board use to track the progress toward the company’s vision?
What systems are required to track the progress made on these goals?

It’s important to remember the first step in process creation is just to name processes, not
describe how you do it. If you find yourself describing “how” when you are making your
list, you may be providing too much detail at this point. Only name the systems, not how
you do them.

In creating these processes, consider whether or not you have sales meetings or
manager meetings. What guidelines do you have to be sure your meetings are
effective and efficient?

Remember, only name the systems in this stage, meaning “what” it is you do and not “how”
you do it.
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2

Management systems
These ensure process protocols and procedures are developed and implemented
accurately and efficiently. They also provide the framework for monitoring process
adherence, communicating expectations and provide methods for reporting.

18

In terms of creating these processes, familiarize yourself with your articles of
incorporation. What systems are in place to ensure you are following these
guidelines? Are there any other governing or advisory boards in play at your
company? What are the processes required for these?

As aforementioned, if you find yourself describing “how” you do something, you may be
providing too much detail at this point. Only name the systems in this stage, meaning
“what” it is you do and not “how” you do it.
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3

Board of directors processes
Also called corporate directives, if your company is a corporation, these help
maintain the corporate shield.

19

SYSTEMIZATION SERIES:
HOW TO CREATE (AND USE)
AN ORG CHART
You could think of it like, “How do I want this business to be running when I am ready to
sell it or hand it off to my kids or employees?” This is called your strategic target, and an
organizational chart is a graphic image of the positions in your company when you have
hit your strategic target.

This strategic target is a factual, detailed,
written and publishable description of
your business.
The document, which I advise you hang on a wall in your office, addresses questions such as:

By having this document, you have a far better chance of achieving your objectives
than if you don’t. It makes perfect sense because if you don’t really know where
you are going, how are you ever going to get there?
With a clear vision of what you’d like your business to become, you can
create an org chart of that future business. This is something you make
up when you put your first five-year plan together. In too many
instances, though, it sees the light of day, like … never?
But it should be a critical tool.
The org chart helps you understand the required
human resources to accomplish your objectives.
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• What will your best clients be like?
• How many will you have?
• How many services will they purchase?
• What will the customer experience be like?
• How profitable will you be?
• How many employees will you have?
• What will your employees say about what it is like to work there?

20
It provides a strategy for growth in terms of what position you need to fill next and
what you have to do to get that hire up to speed quickly. It also illustrates the functional
accountability of your business. Consider which positions are accountable for getting the
business (sales); which ones are accountable for doing the business (operations); which
are accountable for running the business (administration); and which positions are tasked
with guiding the business (management).
So many business owners look at an org chart as a useless tool. You might be one of them
if you’re thinking, “We don’t have many ‘people’ so we don’t need an org chart.” Wrong.
The org chart does not represent “people.” It represents “positions.”
And every company, no matter the number of employees, needs an org. chart to establish
and define the functional accountability for the four core functions of the business.

Exercise: Creating an Org Chart
and Defining Position
Each position is expected to perform a function, and the employee filling that position
is accountable to that end. Each position on the org chart needs a job description
describing what it is they are expected to do and how they are expected to do it.

1

What are the different positions you need to do Sales and Marketing “Get the
Business”? Think about that, we’ve listed a few of the positions we think you may
need below:

Lead Generator
Sales Support Person

2

Sales Person
List the different positions you need for Operations to “Do the Business”.
Here are a few position names that are relevant to the landscaping business. Add
more that apply to your specific business situation.
Laborer
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Social Media/Inbound Marketing Person
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Supervisor
Project Manager
Account Manager
Yard Manager

3

List the different positions you need to Administration “Run the Business”.
Here are a few positions we generally find in Landscaping businesses. Add more
that apply to your specific business situation.
Office Manager
Administrative Assistant
Bookkeeper

Director of Sales & Marketing
Director of Operations
Controller
From the positions you’ve listed above, create your company’s future org chart using
position names first and then put the names of your employees in or on each of the boxes.
In many cases you will find the same names in several boxes and that is absolutely OK
for now. Use a large piece of paper and write with a pencil so you can easily edit mistakes
and make changes. Don’t worry about getting it right the first time and if you’ve already
got employees, imagine that you have an opportunity to completely do it over – don’t feel
constrained by existing conditions. If you would like a free and easy tool for building your
Org Chart, try this one EasyOrgChart.com it’s a respectable creation program.
Be sure to reference the systems you listed in the worksheets, the systems related
to the core functions of business that are sales, operations, administration and
management. Each one of those systems has a position on the org. chart responsible
for the accurate and timely execution of that system.
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4

List the Management positions you need for each of the three functional
areas; Sales, Operations and Administration. Here’s a list we came up with. Add
more that apply to your specific business situation.
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Exercise: Job Description Development

After you have drawn your org. chart for your business’s strategic target, assign each
system to a position on your org chart. As you detail each system, you’ll be documenting
and detailing each position or job description for your business. Use the form below for
each position on your Org. Chart.

JOB DESCRIPTION
POSITION NAME

EMPLOYEE NAME

In the end, what you’ll have is an operations manual on how to run your business,
comprising complete instructions for each job within your organization.
This process, albeit tedious at times, is at to the crux of why business owners should
take the time to create these systems, and get out of the mindset that they should be
out there “doin’ it, doin’ it, doin’ it,” as Michael Gerber, author of The E-Myth, puts it.
Instead they need to take a bit of time to organize, plan and monitor their business.
That’s the definition of working on your business instead of in it, and creating your org
chart directly aligns with that.
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THIS POSITION IS ACCOUNTABLE FOR THE FOLLOWING SYSTEMS
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HOW TO DESIGN A SYSTEM
As a recap, we’ve covered:
• the concept of a business systemization plan;
• an organization strategy of the four core functions of every
business—sales, operations, administration and management;
• process identification for each core function;
• how to create an org chart; and
• job descriptions or position agreements.
But the key ingredients in this recipe for business systemization are the systems.

The starting point for designing a business
system is to define the exact result or goal
you want the system to produce.

Consider how to achieve that result, and write the broad-stroke steps of the system
that could be put in place to achieve it. I recommend using a box and arrow diagram to
accomplish this step.
Review each of the steps in the flowchart and expand on them using as much detail
as necessary.
Establish and document the expectations you have of someone in your organization
following and completing this system. Look at your org chart to determine who will be
responsible for making it happen.
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Now, review your prioritized systems list and choose one specific system. Think about the
end result. What is it that you want to achieve? Write it down. This is called the objective.
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To conclude, the four basics steps of building systems are:
1. Specify the system name.
2. Write the result or the objective.
3. Diagram the steps in the system showing their sequence and how they relate to
each other using a simple flowchart diagram.
4. Write the tasks and expectations in each box on your flowchart.
In the end you have a process structured work plan, presented in a workflow chart.
Still, consider these additions to the system or process to aid your people with what they
need to succeed in your business:
• A checklist to track people through each step of the process.
• Guidelines or instructions to accomplish each step of the process in a way that you
or your highest performing employees do it.
• Instant access to reference material (such as for diagnosing plant pathologies).
• Tools for your salespeople such as proposal templates, pricing spreadsheets and a
portfolio of your work.
• Training videos, audio files of instructions in highly detailed or technical work.
These process and procedures need to be organized, easily accessible and current.
Otherwise, what’s the sense?
“Doing what you do consistently with systems will help you in the application of metrics
to your business and make everyone in your organization better. Way better.”
Every time.

It all comes back to your brand—nothing influences sales more than your brand. And your
brand promise can be instituted throughout every one of your core functions and procedures.

Bottom line: Business should add value
to people’s lives. Systemization is the
cure to the problems in your business,
and I am here to help beyond this series.
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Herein lies the answer to the question, “How can I grow my business?”
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As a reader of our eBook, you qualify for a free session whereby I’ll
offer help with any business frustration you may be experiencing by
tying it to a system or process in your business that you should be
looking at more closely.
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We’ve found that most people get more accomplished when they’re actually working
with someone to get it done. To address this need, we’ve started a systems writing
division to get your processes written for you. One of our professional process writers
will work with you and/or any of your key people to get your business systemized quickly
and efficiently.

